Tectonic stylolites as a valuable stress archive New insights from Late Cretaceous stress development
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Aims
Previous paleostress analysis,
based on fault-slip inversion
raised further questions.
E.g. we observed a transitional
stress field where no principle
stress axis is oriented vertically.

Study area

Styolite Clou

Method

Outlook

Köhler et al., in
prep.

• Can we reconstruct stress
development during one
tectonic event?
• What is the absolut
compressional stress?
• Is stress in one outcrop
homogeneous?
References
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Study area – SE Germany
• Jurassic limestones
• Affected by Late
Cretaceous shortening

Outcrop – this study
Outcrop – Köhler et al., in prep.
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Key out crop of the previous study where we
observed transitional stress is marked with
he yellow star. The outcrop for this study is
positioned further south.
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Stylolite Clou
• Roughness in tectonic stylolites is
anisotropic with respect to stress
Orientation of complete stress
tensor is preserved
• Roughness depends on stress
Absolut stress is preserved
Schmittbuhl et al. 2004
Ebner et al. 2010
Beaudoin et al. 2016
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Roughness analysis
leads to an ellipse.
The long axis is
direction of σ3 and
the short axis in
direction of σ2.
σ1 is perpendicular to
the plane.
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Method
• Actually seven samples (increasing)
• Measure crossover of the roughness in
three direction for each sample
• Calculate specific function describing the
roughness-ellipse
• dθ gives dip of the principle stress axis
σ3

σ3

dθ

σ2
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Outlook
• Use equations by Schmittbuhl et al. (2004) and Ebner et al. (2010) to
calculate an absolute value σ1
• Test consistency of tectonic stylolites for one outcrop and later for a
larger region
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